
The C5C family of products provides a fast,

easy and reliable wire management system

as well as environmental protection. A range

of accessories is available to facilitate circuit

management:

• various types of marker for individual

connections or magazines

• plugs to break individual connections

• plugs to restrict access to selected

circuits.

C5C-AC
Accessories
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Break plug

This is a plastic device which breaks the

circuit when inserted into the access slot of

a C5C magazine. It can be used for cutover

and office conversions.

Marking plug

The marking plug is a plastic device which

denies access of test or break plugs to the

circuit when inserted into the access slot of

a C5C magazine. It can be used for marking

special circuits and for preventing accidental

interruption of designated lines.

Numbering set

These plastic parts attach to either side of a

C5C magazine to identify circuits. They are 

typically used on individual magazines and

for magazines blocks. They are included

with the magazines.

Hinged label holder

This plastic accessory attaches to either side

of a C5C magazine to identify groups. 

It is typically used on Cross Connect

Cabinets and BET’s.

Ordering information

Description Product name Quantity TCPN

Break plug
Break plug black C5C-AC-BP-B 100 F09999-000

Break plug red C5C-AC-BP-R 100 A68166-000

Break plug white C5C-AC-BP-W 100 A66238-000

Marking plug
Marking plug black C5X-AC-MP-B 100 E99665-000

Marking plug red C5X-AC-MP-R 100 E47647-000

Marking plug white C5X-AC-MP-W 100 C76509-000

Hinged label holder
Hinged label holder white C5C-AC-HLH-W 10 F06483-000

Hinged label holder grey C5C-AC-HLH-G 10 C20835-000 


